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Design for people

Design is not pretentious or privileged anymore. It be-
comes a habit, an integral part of each day. Design 
focuses on human and his urge for a better life. Your life.
Laic sets human in the limelight. The newly born fur-
niture company by Sarris Bros furniture manufactur-
ing company designs furniture that you would like to 
have. Now design is not a vague concept that no one 
really understands nor does it need to be overpriced. 
Laic furniture is addressed to everyone, every ordi-
nary person who yet feels unique. Now design enters 
to all homes and prevails during your daily life while 
at the same time quality standards remain high.

Design unites people no matter where they live, what they 
believe in or what they do for a living. It is a global value 
and is treated as such. Internationally orientated, design 
meets no limits and is addressed towards all directions. 
Laic could not set its base anywhere better than in Thes-
saloniki, Greece. In the center of Balkans, the city is full of 
a diversity of cultures, nations and ideas which is obvious 
in every corner. The long history of invasions has left its 
mark on Thessaloniki thus now consisting of a great mul-
ticultural mixture which is reflected on buildings, lifestyles 
or personalities. This multicultural mixture that creates the 
so called Balkan culture, is what “forces” Laic to set 
human in the foreground.

LAIC’s concept is reflected on the brand name; Laic de-
rives from the Greek words “Laicos” and “Laos” terms 
strongly linked to the “people”. The logo is inspired by 
the 4 points of the horizon, the harmonic union of contra-
dictious forces, creativity and inspiration. Design brings 
together all forces of nature, all kind of sentiments and 
lifestyles. This is the power of design, a power that chal-
lenges you to open up your mind.

LAIC inspiration

LAIC means people

LAIC roots
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Bh_1_sideboard
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Bh_2_sideboard
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Bh_3_sideboard
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Bh_4_dinning table
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Bh_5_bookcase
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Bh_6
_coffee table
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Bh_7
_coffee table
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Bh_5_bookcase
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Creative design is
Creativity makes you feel alive. Creativity can be 
found in all aspects of your daily life; it is the streets 
where you walk on, the buildings that you pass from, 
most of the times without noticing, the colors and 
shapes that a city takes due to the culture and beliefs 
of its people. Laic likes the special colors of each soci-
ety and becomes even more creative thanks to them. 
Creative design brings creative sensations. Feel free 
to share your ideas and deepest thoughts and you 
will conquer the world. It’s a design world after all.

life
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Bh_8_tv set
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Bh_8_tv set
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Bh_9_tv set
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Bh_10_sideboard
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Bh_12_coffee table
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Bh_11_tv set
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Bh_12
_coffee table
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Good design selections have no limits. Every person 
is different and at the same time ordinary. We all 
seek for something special but we all share the same 
worries. It does not matter where we live, design is 
here to become the “global” connection link among 
all these people and show that we all must say Yes 
when it comes to making our lives better. Because it is 
the only way to become better ourselves.

Non-stop source of 
inspiration
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Bh_13_tv set
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Bh_14_coffee table

Bh_14_coffee table
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Bh_15
_sideboard
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Bh_16
_dinning table
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Contemporary people, contemporary needs. Design 
is assigned to offer solutions that are addressed to the 
modern man; no matter how well-educated, experi-
enced, specialized - or not you may be, your need 
for actual ease and comfort remains the same and 
urgent. Never before has design been so well-com-
bined with functionality. Daily life has actual issues 
that need to be solved, issues that are not bound by 
status, lifestyle or nationality. Design has all the an-
swers required. In design we trust.

Design for actual use
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Bh_17_bookcase
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Bh_18
_sideboard
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Bh_19
_coffee table
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Bh_20_sideboard
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Bh_21_sideboard
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Bh_1_sideboard Bh_2_sideboard

Bh_15_sideboard

Bh_10_sideboard

Bh_3_sideboard

Bh_18_sideboard

Bh_20_sideboard

Bh_21_sideboard

Bh_16_dinning table

Bh_4_dinning table

L_ 2400 mm
H_ 840 mm
D_ 550 mm

L_ 1100 mm
H_ 1500 mm
D_ 420 mm

L_ 2200 mm
H_ 770 mm
D_ 470 mm

L_ 2400 mm
H_ 780 mm
D_ 500 mm

L_ 1210 mm
H_ 1420 mm
D_ 500 mm

L_ 2500 mm
H_ 940 mm
D_ 380 mm

L_ 1600 mm
H_ 400 mm
D_ 350 mm

L_ 1600 mm
H_ 950 mm
D_ 350 mm

L_ 2400 mm
H_ 1000 mm
D_ 750 mm

L_ 2400 mm
H_ 1000 mm
D_ 750 mmL_ 1400 mm

H_ 1000 mm
D_ 410 mm

L_ 1000 mm
H_ 1000 mm
D_ 410 mm

L_ 101 mm
H_ 1100 mm
D_ 280 mm

L_ 1600 mm
H_ 600 mm
D_ 280 mm

L_ 155 mm
H_ 1150 mm
D_ 280 mm

Bh_6_coffee table

Bh_7_coffee table

Bh_14_coffee table

Bh_12_coffee table

Bh_19_coffee table

Technical Sheet
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L top_ 3000 mm
L bottom_ 3000 mm
H top_ 800 mm
H bottom_ 800 mm
D top_ 580 mm
D bottom_ 560 mm

L top_ 3000 mm
L bottom_ 3000 mm
H top_ 260 mm
H bottom_ 200 mm
D top_ 580 mm
D bottom_ 300 mm

L_ 2080 mm
H_ 1350 mm
D_ 450 mm

L_ 2500 mm
H_ 1900 mm
D_ 380 mm

L_ 3200 mm
H_ 1500 mm
D_ 560 mm

L_ 2400 mm
H_ 1500 mm
D_ 560 mm

Bh_5_bookcase

Bh_17_bookcase

Bh_8_tv set

Bh_9_tv set

Bh_13_tv set

Bh_11_tv set

Colour Guide

Wood Lacquers

Wood Melamines
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Thessaloniki is the city of variations. Different cultures 
and nations, people of distinct backgrounds, Greek, 
Slavic or eastern languages which are mixed with 
each other, all these compose a unique human mosa-
ic whose influences prevail till today.
 
The history of the city begins hundreds of years ago. The 
byzantine times pass to the ottoman period, later on to the 
Hebrew and Balkan influences and the story goes on. The 
blending of Greek and Eastern elements is so apparent in 
the architecture of the city while the same stands for the 
ancient Greek and Byzantine traditions. These different 
history sections are mixed and create the so-called popu-
lar Balkan culture. Thessaloniki is full of temples, ancient 
sites, drinking fountains, towers and many other features 
that “betray” the majesty of passed centuries.
 
It seems like in Thessaloniki, there is place for everyone. 
No matter how many hard times the city has gone through, 
it always finds a way to stand on its feet. Besides, a place 
takes shape thanks to the people who live there and Thes-
saloniki is very well aware of that; perhaps this is the rea-
son that the cultural signs and effects of all different pop-
ulations that have passed from here, remain unalterable 
regardless of invasions, attacks or imperialistic behaviors.

Thessaloniki in a few words
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Company profile

Designer: Sotiris Lazou Design Studio
Styling: Vicky Gkliatis
Photography: George Hatzakis
Brochure Concept & Design: Fish Communications
Special Thanks to Porto Palace Thessaloniki
for it’s hospitality

Sarris Bros, owner of the brand LAIC, was found-
ed in 1953 as furniture workshop. Today, the pri-
vate company facilities are set in the Industrial Area 
of Efkarpia, Thessaloniki, Greece and cover 7000m2 
including the covered space (plant + logistics area). 
The company plays a leading role in the Greek mar-
ket, with the production of living, office, kids and bed-
room furniture.

The modern plant unit, the perfectly trained staff and 
the flawless technological machinery and equipment 
make sure for the fast and direct client service, during 
both delivery and after sales procedure. At the same 
time, the long experience which has passed to the 
third generation of the family, is reflected on high 
quality and finish of the value for money products, al-
ways with emphasis on ecology and green practices.

Thanks to the cooperation of strategic importance with 
the internationally recognized and awarded industrial 
designer, Sotiris Lazou, the company introduces the 
new collection “the Balhouse collection” so that 
it will enter into the international markets. The new 
collection pays great attention to design, novelty, in-
novation as well as to the development of a special 
identity which will encourage every design lover to 
feel truly unique!
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